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The World's Fittest Book is set to be every fitness enthusiast's bible. But if you need to read the
tales and the research behind the routines, that's there too. Packed with workouts the author
tried and tested in the quest for multiple world records, it's more than a book, it's the greatest
training tool ever written! Until now, there was not a book covering this ambitious selection of
areas, providing for the casual fitness enthusiast seeking clearness and guidance within their
own fitness center routine and kitchen habits as well as the seasoned sportsperson who's reach
a plateau and is searching for tips, methods and tweaks they can make with their training and
diet.This book will highlight how it is possible to:Live below 10% body fat with the aid of
chocolate and Mayan secretsAdd 27% more muscle mass, thanks to tips from world
heavyweight championsIncrease speed by 10%, thanks to gold medal winning Olympic
sprintersSquat, deadlift and bench weights you never dreamed of lifting, with the guidance of
the world's strongest menImprove endurance capacity by 60%, because of the data of world
champions in multi endurance-based sports.. Every chapter could have a straightforward to
digest workout within it and will be read individually. This book changes that, and will take you
on a journey to whatever fitness level you wish to find. Aiming to end up being the most eclectic
and extensive fitness information ever developed, The World's Fittest Book may be the sum and
material of over a decade of analysis and the collective wisdom of some of the greatest minds
and athletic bodies in history. By learning the lessons within it, readers will understand 'fitness'
better than almost all the population.. Dubbed the body's complete user guide, it will become
the go-to resource for learning all you have to to know about building muscle mass, losing
weight, eating (healthful) cake and unlocking your superhuman physical potential. Designed for
anyone who wants to make long term and lasting changes with their meals and fitness, it's the
first book to mix the teachings, guidelines of Olympic and Globe Champions into one, easy to
follow resource.which the author has achieved through the 10-yr 'Fitness Pilgrimage' which has
taken him around the globe.
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Beautiful but disorganized That is beautiful book with thick, glossy pages and lots of photos,
charts and graphs. Most likely the best reserve on fitness I’ve ever read.. Downsides: the editor
either provides horrible Combine or was overwhelmed by the volume of material and didn't
want an 800 web page book. There are quality recipes in the center of stories, stories with no
pictures of main heroes and workouts peppered through the entire book.. lets just say it put
everything he did going to train to shame. Its Different to get the best Not what I expected.This
book is a mix of a memoir, a fitness manual, and a de-bunker of conventional fitness advice.
Having worked in the fitness industy and learning biomechanics and mechmical engineering
offers given me a detailed knowledge of the research but no experience in real world
application with athetes of the highest caliber which is where i discover this book being very
valuable. Love the book....Right now this book does get into detail on the subject of how to train
based on his travels and his mentors, but you'll be suprised when you see it.. A waste materials
of time for anyone who has spent >. Funny tales, good assistance. I didn't know what to
anticipate from it and that was the best choice, because I would have already been mind blown
anyways.. This reserve present me that there is more than we observe and experience.. Its an
incredible book that needed to come out eventually.... About Ross and his publication...
Excelllent Really thorough overview of fitness and feeding principles. Pros: interesting stories
and a great deal of fitness analysis and principles.it ended up being more..This is about how
Ross went all over the world and learned about how folks from different cultures and
occupations lived and trained. facts and analysis with a story What sort of book was written
allows it to be a straightforward exciting read without the half asleep head bob of the typical
reseach only book in this genre. Important thing: in case you are focused on a fit lifestyle, you'll
love this book.. I personally havent read anything such as this since American Shaolin and am
truly enjoying every bit of it.Ross; thanks so much for writing this!. Fitness to a complete new
level! It reads just like a less complicated edition of Tim Ferriss 4 hour body, but with Edgely
quoting himself through.Good for somebody who knows following to nothing and really wants
to know the place to start.. 2 years being thinking about personal fitness and diet.An example of
this is one way he trained with the Royal Marines;. As yet! Basic and self-aggrandizing This book
contains basic information that is easily found on Google and from commonly read sites for
folks interested in fitness and bodybuilding. This book has opened my eyes!. Ross Edgley will
take the fitness world to a whole new level along with his expertise. I always tought fitness and
sports activities diet as something very difficult to comprehend and I also thought it was only a
one way road, but I understood that there i so much I haven't even thought about.. This may be
intentional provided the brief attention span of most adults but I disliked the format. If you love
fitness and want to expand your understanding to a level that one can only perform by
dedicating their existence to training, vacationing, and networking with the best of the greatest i
highly recommend this book because Ross will it for you! I completely recommend this
publication.I recommend this book to folks who are iconoclast and interested in living with
everything they got! My favorite fitness book to day: a renegade read I actually’m biased
because this book actually spoke to my soul almost instantly and I didn’t have much of a crucial
eye when it came to formatting, style, etc while reading.That said, as an exercise professional of
7 years, I’ve never found a book that spoke to the absolute importance of being your own
experimenter and living through doing, trial and mistake- a lost art of the 21st century. IT IS
WORTH YOUR CASH AND Period! I appreciate the story telling factor and that Ross has tested
everything he discusses.. Also filled with some very interesting stories from an extremely
interesting guy. The writer relates numerous his fitness adventures and how he educated for



them.. Greatest fitness publication what I have read in all my live.. We've a huge potential inside
of us. Many thanks Ross for your inspire, definitely use your reserve as bible for rest of my life. A
great read with good information and inspiration Easy to read, full of very well researched
information, and amazing recipes. Thank you, Ross!. A constant source of inspiration and
movitation. Ross knows how to teach sports science in an smart and fun way. 10/10
recommend!! Ross appears to have misplaced his t-shirt and forgotten how exactly to pull his
jeans up for all your pictures in the reserve.. Ross hates shirts This is a fairly good read.
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